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 The film stars Soumitra Chatterjee, Tota Roy Chowdhury and Chiranjeet Chakraborty in the lead roles. The film released on 8
February 2014, to positive response and critical acclaim. Plot The film opens in the year 2000, with Vivek (Soumitra

Chatterjee) and Radhika (Tota Roy Chowdhury) celebrating their wedding anniversary. On the day of their wedding, Radhika
goes to the beach to find the perfect place for her and Vivek's wedding reception. On the way there, she spots Anjali

(Chiranjeet Chakraborty) at the beach. Anjali was Vivek's classmate in school and a friend of Radhika. Anjali and Vivek fall in
love with each other and Vivek proposes to Anjali. Anjali accepts Vivek's proposal and the two get engaged. While preparing

for the wedding, Radhika is aware of Vivek's feelings for Anjali and tells him that she has feelings for him as well. On the
wedding day, Vivek's family, Radhika's family and Anjali's family get together at the location chosen by Radhika. One day

Vivek and Anjali leave for their honeymoon. On the way to the airport, Vivek and Anjali sit on a park bench together and talk.
On the way back, they continue to talk and hug. After returning from their honeymoon, Anjali and Vivek continue to live

together and eventually have a son named Siddharth. After three years of marriage, Anjali's parents turn down Vivek's request
to adopt Anjali's son. As a result, Anjali's parents refuse to let Vivek and Anjali have a bigger family. One day, Vivek asks

Anjali for permission to buy a property in London so that he and Anjali can buy more property and have more children. Anjali
agrees. Anjali's father approaches Anjali's mother and asks for Anjali's hand in marriage. Anjali's mother rejects Anjali's

father's proposal. A few days later, Vivek is talking to Radhika about his plans for a bigger family when Anjali enters the room.
Anjali tells Vivek that she loves him and wants to marry him. Vivek happily proposes to Anjali. An 82157476af
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